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Introduction
Crisis is a catalyst for change. The financial crisis of 2008
led to the “Great Recession” with a loss of more than
$2 trillion in global economic growth between the prerecession peak in Q2 2008 and low in Q1 2009. Today the
aggregate Tier 1 capital of the Top 1000 banks is 80%
higher than a decade ago; the financial system is safer and
more efficient today thanks to sweeping regulations and
adoption of new technologies. The Covid-19 pandemic
tested this progress, giving capital markets entities a
proving ground and catalyst for new technology-enabled
business models. When it comes to voice and electronic
communications, financial institutions know the ‘new
normal’ demands a re-evaluation of medium- to long-term
strategies, taking consideration of key new trends such as
expanded remote working and requirements for increased
agility and mobility.
Fortunately, financial institutions can harness existing
momentum when adapting strategies. Global regulatorydriven mandates around transparency and data privacy
have inspired a raft of tech-enabled approaches and
boosted financial institutions’ embrace of digital
transformation.
Firms are already leveraging emerging technologies to
unlock value in voice communications.

Capital markets
entities have seen
new types of data,
a rise in electronic
execution and an
explosion of new
communication
methods make
the ‘voice of the
market’ increasingly
fragmented.
Market intelligence can be exchanged over numerous
channels. The recent crisis has proved that mobility and
advanced data sharing options are no longer simply ‘nice to
haves’. This comes against a backdrop of vastly increased
client expectations and capital constraints that have resulted
in financial institutions experiencing sustained pressures on
profit margins and revenues.
Research with sell side financial institutions has shown that
leading entities are embracing advanced technologies
and subscription-based approaches to thrive in the ‘new
normal’. The stakes are high as communications strategies
must enable collaboration, enforce compliance and
ensure that the ‘voice of the market’ is leveraged in very
challenging times for the capital markets industry.

Welcome to the “New Normal”?

“

If you asked me in January, I’d have wondered if we could run all our
businesses [working from home] but now I can say the answer is definitely
yes we can.”

- Robert Karofsky, Co-President and Head of Markets, UBS Investment Bank,
“How Coronavirus turned the business of trading at banks on its head”, FT, May 2020

Despite few believing it possible, and despite significantly raised volumes and market volatility (see Figure 1), the
pandemic-imposed global experiment in trading from home has been a success with most firms continuing to operate
their trading floors.
The market conditions were certainly extraordinary, especially in the early days of Covid 19’s spread through the Western
world. NASDAQ equity trading volumes doubled while average daily volumes for bond trading at TradeWeb and
MarketAxess were near 50% higher. Global stock markets dropped 20%-30% from January and CBOE VIX (Implied
S&P500 volatility index) reached levels last seen in 2008.
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US exchange circuit breakers were triggered four times during the month of March – often within a few minutes,
and once within seconds, of the open. Credit spreads rose sharply for financials and unemployment claims jumped
instantaneously on an unprecedented scale. Commodity prices were not immune, with oil prices reaching an 18 year
low (Brent crude). In the U.S. 10-year US Treasury bond yields plummeted to below 0.5 percent
(see Figure 2).

Research by the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB) found that “a sharp fall in asset prices at the outset of the
pandemic was accompanied by significant redemption from some investment funds and deterioration in financial
market liquidity.” Despite conditions stabilizing, the ESRB warned that further redemption pressures were possible if
the macroeconomic outlook worsened.
The assumption has to be that market disruption is possible for some time. This, coupled with new ways of
working, mean financial institutions’ communications strategies must be adjusted to cope with additional periods
of extraordinary trading. Whether trading from home or a hybrid on-and-off premises approach takes hold, the
requirement to support collaboration through a seamless mix of voice and electronic channels is here to stay. The
trading floor cannot be an island when it comes to the voice of the market.
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Breathing Room is Limited
While the shift to trading from home went well from a technology
perspective, compliance has been a challenge. Regulatory response
has varied across jurisdictions.
In the early days of the crisis US trade association Securities Industry
and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA) asked regulatory
authorities for certain exemptions or relaxations of rules around
communications monitoring and recording.

“Financial institutions
spend 4-10% of total
revenue on compliance”
- RegTech Council

The Financial Industry Regulatory Association (FINRA), the selfregulatory body overseeing brokers, responded by recognizing that
firms may need to implement alternative supervisory systems and that
some record-keeping requirements would be temporarily waived,
thereby paving the way for home trading. FINRA worked closely
with the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) to identify impacts to market
operations and provide appropriate guidance. The UK’s Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA) said firms “should continue to record calls”
but stated that they “accept that some scenarios may emerge where
this is not possible” and asks firms to advise of any issues and mitigate
outstanding risk if they are unable to comply with obligations for voice
recording e.g. enhanced monitoring or retrospective analysis. In both cases, there is a sense in the market that regulators
provided temporary breathing room only.
Of course, regulatory pressures in the years after the global financial crisis in 2008-09 have been a key driver for financial
institutions’ embrace of new technologies – and these pressures will continue to have an impact post-COVID19. The
RegTech Council, a not-for-profit think tank focused on regulatory issues in capital markets, calculated that from
2009-12 over 50,000 regulations had been published by jurisdictions across the G20 and estimated that financial
institutions spend 4-10% of total revenue on compliance. While regulatory burdens will continue, firms are looking to
new technologies, especially around machine learning and automation, to reduce costs over time.

“While there is no questioning the negative effects of this pandemic, for
innovation teams it is likely viewed with optimism … an acceleration towards
the digital future that many of us were envisioning and planning for, but that
not everyone could accept…Digital communications is now front and centre for
everyone, including regulators.”
- Diana Biggs, Global Head of Innovation, Private Banking, HSBC
“How the Covid-crisis will change financial services”, Sifted June 2020
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Financial institutions understand this is not the time to roll back regulation. A recent survey by the CFA Institute found the
majority of market participants did not support relaxing conduct rules to encourage trading and liquidity despite the
likelihood of the risk of unethical actions on the part of the investment management industry (see Figure 3).

There’s no place like home?

“

Historically if you had part of the trading team remote and in office, there is
a dislocation. There is a concentration of information with people in the same
office, but everyone was forced to be remote …we all made accommodations
that made the process smoother.”
- Drew Miyawaki, Head of Global Equity Trading, Legal & General
“Trading From Home Amid Covid”, Global Trading, June 2020

Investment banks and brokers sent most staff home as the seriousness of the
crisis was realized. A few staff remained in the office or at their company’s
business continuity centres however. For example, the U.S. Federal Reserve
requires banks who participate in auctions for U.S. government debt to
only operate from a fixed terminal in a designated building. Alternatively,
concerns over bandwidth and reliability meant traders handling huge
positions, for example S&P stock futures, remained on site. Numbers
remaining ‘on-site’ were usually small, e.g. 100 or so people stayed on at
Barclays’ London offices in Canary Wharf.
Current reports confirm that most banks, including leading entities like
JPMorgan and Barclays, will support flexible working for some time.
Deutsche Bank’s HQ, CEO Christian Sewing has said he plans to use crisis
lessons to cut costs through reducing office space.
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The Covid-19 pandemic was unique for capital markets as it forced financial institutions to close offices at roughly the
same time. With everyone dispersed, extra efforts have been made to be inclusive and supportive in both collaboration
and communications. Traders have noted that tolerance levels among staff and clients were high. Traders, investors and
regulators have said there has been a “noticeable impact on the functioning of the markets” and there was a sense that
‘things slowed down a bit’.

“When people are in a new environment and using new systems, combined with
market volatility, it slows things down a bit.”
- Martin O’Brien, director of global trading, Eaton Vance
“Working from Home Feeds Market’s Woes in Little Ways that Add Up”, NY Times, July 2020

Despite the success at equipping home offices, traders
acknowledge it is not the same as being on the trading
floor. At HSBC where 85% of its traders are working
from home, some miss the advantages of working in
a single physical location. One HSBC trader said he is
“missing the buzz of the trading floor”, and misses “not
having colleagues around to discuss market events and
ideas”, another trader acknowledges the loss of “all the
conversations, the discussions, and the brainstorming”
that occurs when you are “in the office with 50-60 people
standing up shouting.”
Based on feedback from industry executives, a hybrid
of WFH and office-based working is seen as likely going

forward. With this in mind, a medium- to long-term
communications strategy in capital markets must consider
how to:
• share the ‘buzz’ of the trading floor
• support mobility between office and remote location
• engender collaboration despite physical separation
• provide omni-channel access to diverse trading
communities and networks
• automate and integrate workflows to allow staff to
focus on high value activity
• operate a fully compliant environment regardless of
location
• protect remote workers from isolation.

Capital Markets is a Network Play
The financial
market is a
network of asset
owners, asset
managers, brokers,
sales, traders,
market makers
and execution
venues. This
is a community of people and platforms propelled by
data. While once presenting significant barriers to entry,
technology advancements have opened the markets. This
can lead to fragmentation of liquidity, however. Access
to diverse and trusted trading communities over secure
communication networks can offer a trusted solution to
fragmentation.

This is especially important when markets are in
turmoil and liquidity is strained. While building trading
communities take careful planning, access has been
simplified thanks to cloud technology. Cloud adoption
has been a catalyst to change in capital markets business
models and with costs under intense scrutiny, it provides
financial institutions with welcome agility and scalability
delivered via a modern, cost-conscious subscription-based
business model.
The embrace of cloud technology’s on demand, pay-per-use
charging model has empowered financial institutions to be
innovative during the pandemic. Industry executives
participating in this research noted that if the pandemic
had hit even a few years ago when cloud use was not as
prevalent, then the industry would have struggled.
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Post-pandemic, these fragmentation pressures will continue to intensify, underscoring the need for future
communications strategies that consider the power of the ‘network effect’. The need to leverage the right trading
communities for liquidity, price discovery and to connect people and machines in compliant and flexible ways is more
important than ever.

“[The pandemic response] was an amazing demonstration of how critical
technology is… We could see companies that did invest in the right remote
working technology were able to thrive. While more manual, outdated companies
technologically, struggled…Also [there was] a restructuring in our attitude
to aspects of how people work… the companies that were trying to get the
technology and culture right …were the biggest winners.
- Irina Sonich-Bright, Head of Product Management and EMEA Market Structure, Credit Suisse
“Trading From Home Amid Covid”, Global Trading, June 2020

Looking forward: The New Voice of
the Market
Leading sell side institutions are incorporating lessons learned into their mediumto long-term trading communications strategy. Whether based at office or home,
financial entities must ensure trading staff have the ability to maintain secure,
reliable, compliant communications with team members and counterparties while
continuing to source liquidity and maintain trade lifecycle workflows. The voice of
the markets must be heard regardless of working location. A majority of bankers and
traders have said they want to continue to work from home at least part of the week
(see Figure 4). As one head of global trading at a global investment manager said,
that “these kinds of catalysts for change don’t come around that frequently.”
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For front office traders with their multitude of computer
screens, the need to downsize at home has forced a
streamlining of workflows. Keeping a different application
or window open for each piece of workflow is a luxury.
Similarly, manually switching programs to complete
a task, for example copy-pasting information from

one program to another – the so-called ‘swivel chair
interface’ - is more challenging in a home environment
constrained by slower hardware or network connections
and physical space issues. While web applications are
gaining ground, technical debt remains from years of
proprietary and legacy technology.

The Silver Lining
The silver lining from post-financial crisis pressures
was a boost to capital markets’ embrace of digital
transformation – and the recent pandemic was a further
catalyst. Advanced technologies and approaches
supporting automation, integration of workflows and
interoperability of applications are now widely available.
In many cases the underlying infrastructure and vendor
relationships are already in place at financial institutions,
so ensuring a rapid implementation.
Capital markets entities must rise to the new challenge of
offering a complete office experience for those working
from home. Examples of advanced technologies that can
help include sophisticated chat bots for text communication
and APIs for enhanced integration of data across different
systems. Interoperability technologies can create more
productive workspaces.
With rising costs and staff pressures only set to accelerate,
automation is also set to be a big focus. Though automation
caused concerns around job cuts in the past, with resources
stretched, technology that promises to free time is welcome.
Technologies to fight cybercrime are also in focus as remote
and home working expose new security concerns.
The cloud-enabled “as-a-Service” model e.g. services
provided over a network often via a private or public cloud,
is also key to remote working success. This model has
been implemented across a wide range of applications
from comprehensive order entry and execution systems to
individual, reusable ‘services’ such as Dictation-as-a-Service
or blotter offerings.
Traders experienced some of these advances in technology
first-hand during the pandemic. While some top-tier
investment banks opted for the expense of sending physical
devices such the highly specialist telephony systems, called
turrets, to traders’ homes, a popular and more time and
cost-effective option was the use of a software-based device.
The latter is less dependent on a high-bandwidth network
connection so is more supportive of WFH scenarios.

Similarly, some
investment banks
ramped up use
of so-called
softphones, or
software-based
programs for
phone calls.
Goldman Sachs for
example had office
phone numbers
rerouted to
softphones so that
clients were not
inconvenienced.
Managing identity and access validation are also key security
considerations for collaborative working remotely. Solutions
here offer efficient, safe and compliant workflows ensuring
interactions are recorded for regulatory and customer service
reasons. The best solutions enhance rather than disrupt
workflow. Leading financial institutions are looking to smooth
workflow with technologies that biometrically identify
end users (e.g. face, fingerprints) as they log onto various
devices. The use of virtual private networks (VPNs) to provide
secure access to corporate networks is also prevalent.
These types of advanced approaches ensure that customer
interactions, recordings and transcriptions are secure,
auditable and readily available.
To further ensure that traders working from home
experience the market ‘buzz’ a continuous video
conference can be held between team members. In this
way non-verbal information on market/client sentiment is
shared. Additionally, secure voice and chat tools support
informal communications internally and with clients, but
can be seamlessly converted into a compliant conversation,
complete with time stamping, transcription, metadata
tagging (e.g. identifying participants) and integrations with
downstream applications for auditable data hand off.
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Beware Big Brother
There is a
fine balance
between
deploying
solutions
to support
camaraderie
versus Big
Brother style
intrusive
surveillance
approaches.Hastily developed tools that record at home
conversations indiscriminately, log absences away from
the computer or even track ‘unusual sounds’ in order to
trigger compliance alerts have already been flagged by
some financial institutions as unacceptable due to potential
privacy concerns. Leading capital market firms understand
the importance of working with specialist industry partners
at times like this to respect market and regulatory concerns.

Staff involved in trading and customer roles are already
subjected to high levels of surveillance. Work calls, email
and social media are recorded and analysed to ensure
compliance with regulations focused on preventing market
abuse and fraud. There are hard questions being asked on
how to do this when staff are working in inherecapitalntly less
secure locations and interruptions or interactions with nonbank employees e.g. their family and friends, are a fact of life.
John Leir of WorkBench VC, an enterprise VC fund in NYC
has this advice for anyone developing a solution as they
navigate the ‘new normal’:
• Listen carefully to understand the true pain points
• Simplify deployments to limit need for external teams’
involvement
• Supercharge productivity through automation
and orchestration

Community and Partnership
A financial markets COO who
contributed to this paper said his
focus for the medium to longer-term
is on extracting more value from the
technology assets his firm already
owns. He said total cost of ownership
is still an important focus, even in
crisis times. Where ‘build your own’
was once the norm, recent research
shows that financial institutions are
turning to solution providers for
help in navigating the ‘new normal’.
Leveraging existing relationships and installed infrastructure can result in lower
total costs of ownership.

Clients are
increasingly
opting for
‘soft turrets’
says capital markets
focused communications and
network solutions specialist IPC

These relationships are partnerships. Discussions for this paper with industry participants found that while some
sell side firms have deployed physical devices and new broadband connections to traders’ homes, a range of
logistics challenges around provision and support, as well as budgetary and support issues are associated with
this approach. The delivery of like-for-like physical devices has been restricted mostly to Tier 1 banks with large
and geographically dispersed in-house technical support teams.
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However, research indicated that cloud options have
proved popular. In some cases, solution providers have
reported record sales of cloud versions of their products
during the pandemic. For example, financial markets
communications and network solutions specialist IPC
has seen a 40% increase in both quotations and sales in
the immediate months of the crisis, with clients opting
for ‘soft turrets’ in two-thirds of WFH implementations.

These are typically deployed at home via hybrid-cloud
and private network technology.
Advantages of these solutions are that they:
• are as robust and productive as their physical
counterparts
• are suited to operating in home office environments
• provide enhanced mobility options.

Conclusion
The discernible ‘buzz’
of the market is a key
source of intelligence
for traders but profiting
from this ‘voice of the
market’ requires the
specialized overhead of
a physical trading floor
- or so we thought. It
took nothing less than
a pandemic to jolt the industry out of complacency and realize
that we have the technology to support remote trading. It is
time to start thinking about what the future of trading will look
like. Re-assessing trading communications strategies is a good
place to start. Regulatory compliance is a major consideration.
The market disruption caused by the pandemic is expected
to have ramifications for some time, but the industry agrees
this is not the time to roll back regulation. With WFH set to
coexist with on-premises trading floors, financial institutions

must consider how to ensure regulatory compliance while
protecting remote workers from becoming second class
citizens. An omni-channel approach with an emphasis on
community and network collaboration – all with a fully
compliant environment – will be a minimum requirement.
The last decade has seen capital markets firms adopt new
technologies including cloud, automation and AI as they
embraced digital transformation. Trading has evolved and
now occurs in a multitude of environments. Yes, people
still shout across desks, but they also chat, message and
meet virtually, while computers whir through automated
market models. Segmented and closed trading networks
have opened and broadened, amplifying the power of
community. Yet actual trading floors remained largely
unchanged. Communication is at the heart of trading and
so it is time to reassess trading communications strategies
because the new voice of the markets needs to be heard –
however and wherever trading occurs.
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